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Dear Classmates,

We are excited to resume our class tradition of Mini-Reunions, beginning in the fall of
2023! Please note that this is a self-organized event, separate from the Carleton Alumni
Adventures tours you may get emails about. This trip is also separate from our on-
campus 45th Reunion in June 2023, which we hope you all will attend.

We expect this event to fill up soon -- so please send your deposit asap!

We are organizing a week in the heart of Tuscany -- near Pisa, Lucca, Florence, and other
amazing sites! Late September will be the perfect season to experience this beautiful
area rich in history and culture.

We have secured a villa complex called the Villa Lungomonte, a 17th-century property
located near the small Tuscan village of Asciano Pisano. The Villa offers swimming, 
cooking classes, outdoor dining, and much more. We will be close to Pisa, with day trips
to Florence, Lucca, Siena, Pistoia, and San Gimignano, among others, available. We will
sample local cuisine, bike, hike, tour, or simply relax, as desired. But most importantly --
we will reconnect in a gorgeous setting.

A deposit of $500 will reserve your spot! Priority will be given to class members and
their spouses/significant others, on a first come first served basis. For more details and
payment instructions, please fill out this form.

We hope you may join us!

Sincerely,
Your Planning Committee                                                 Barbie Okamoto Bach
                                                                                          Pat Beilman
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Michele Joy (michelefjoy@gmail.com)                             Cathy Hansen
                                                                                          Pam Montgomery
                                                                                          Laura Nadelhoffer
                                                                                          Alison Rempel                                                                     
                                                                          Lona Sepessy                                                            
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